In 1998, following a change in top management, the new CEO of PSA Peugeot Citroën decided to adopt a triple-axis strategy of growth, innovation, and profitability and set an ambitious target for each. To meet these objectives, PSA decided to focus on the car-body shops, which were the bottlenecks of its plants. An R&D team conducted a project to support car-body production for PSA Peugeot Citroën. PSA manufactures over 75 percent of its cars on lines designed and continually improved with the team's new analytic operations research tools. These OR tools, which combine simulation and Markov-chain models of series-parallel systems, have improved throughput with minimal capital investment and no compromise in quality-contributing US $130 million to the bottom line in 2001 alone. The impact of this project went beyond the boundaries of PSA as its suppliers acquired the tools without being requested to do so.
suspension, and a number of other parts except style and personality features. The goal of the common platform policy is to reach a 60 percent level of common parts among all cars assembled on the same platform, regardless of their brand-Peugeot or Citroën ( Figure  2 ). This policy, which would reduce investment by relying on a flexible process at low cost, would affect the manufacturing system.
PSA encountered two problems in implementing its common-platform policy in car-body shops: (1) Its single-flow architecture, meant that every car model went through the same sequence of stations, limiting PSA's ability to handle diverse models. (2) Its production-line design was based on intuition and tradition, with some ingrained beliefs and practices causing inefficiency. So, the process of redesigning the production line for new car models was lengthy and erratic. As a result, PSA suffered from painfully slow ramp-ups and production shortfalls.
We needed a new architecture for the car-body production line that could handle model diversity and new car launches easily and quickly and an accurate method of sustaining quick innovation without overinvestment.
The Car-Body Assembly
The term car body designates the naked steel shell of the car, including the openings (doors, hood, and trunk door). It does not include the engine system or decorative items. The assembly process begins in the offflow area where workers preassemble raw materials (mainly stamped steel parts) using simple machines and put them in containers. Carriers move these containers to the assembly area and place them along the assembly lines. Robots load and weld the parts stored in containers on assembly lines. At the start, robots weld preassembled parts on specific lines to form separately the front and the rear parts of the understructure, respectively called the front unit and the rear unit.
Then, robots weld the two parts together with an upper part (called the upper front) to form the car's understructure, which is welded to the body's sides and the roof to produce the car body less the openings. The car body less the openings goes to the final assembly line, where workers perform final finishing operations and add the opening parts, such as the exhaust, hood, and doors. The resulting car body then goes to the paint shop.
The Original Car-Body Shop
Before we implemented the new assembly process, the main disadvantage of the car-body manufacturing system was that it consisted of only one flow (Figure 3 ). Because all products manufactured in the system had the same route, the shop operated under rigid constraints:
-To handle the diverse car models made at a plant, PSA needed a complex and rigorous control policy. It resequenced models whenever the parts schedule changed. When the control system was down, the shop ceased operations, reducing its efficiency. These problems damaged PSA's growth and profitability, two of the three axes of PSA's strategy.
-PSA had to redesign and reconstruct all the production lines in a shop when it launched a new product because all its car models shared manufacturing systems. This problem hindered innovation, the third axis of PSA's strategy.
To improve the shops' efficiency, we decided to simplify and minimize the extent of PSA's plant control policy. We redesigned the shops' structure to make them more agile in handling new products.
A New Standard for Shop Structure
To implement PSA's triple-axis strategy we needed to transform the manufacturing facilities to produce as many different models as possible using common parts. PSA decided to reorganize all 12 original Peugeot and Citroën production sites by platform, regardless of brand. It dedicated each plant to a single platform-small, medium, or large. Together the plants cover all PSA's offerings.
To launch 25 new models in four years, PSA needed plants that could be reconfigured quickly and easily ( Figure 4 ). We developed a new standard shop architecture to achieve this flexibility by treating the two kinds of welding stations on the line differently-the frame-welding stations and the finish-welding stations. Frame welding is directly related to the geometry of a car and, in a way, defines the car's shape. The framing tools used for this type of welding are difficult to modify for a new model. Finish welding strengthens the car's structure and, unlike frame welding, is easy to move or modify simply by reprogramming robot trajectories. Our rationale was to put as many framing stations as possible on specific lines and to put the finishing stations only on common lines (Figure 4) . By doing so, we achieved two key objectives: (1) quick change because we needed to build only specific additional lines, and we were able to do so without disrupting the production, and (2) greater model diversity, because the common lines' robots just needed to load the corresponding programs to work on different types of parts.
After redesigning the production line, we also needed tools the staff could use to accurately and quickly design the manufacturing systems for new cars.
Designing Manufacturing Shops
A well-designed shop produces cars the marketing department requests. The costs include the money to build the shop and the money to run it. Designers of manufacturing systems must determinate (1) the parameters that affect shop efficiency: buffer sizes and locations, assembly lines' efficiency, and cycle time; and (2) a control policy that allows the shop to deliver the right products at the right time without degrading its efficiency.
Solution Approach
To realize its ambitious forecasts, PSA needed tools R and D personnel could use to design shops accurately and quickly. The main tools we knew about for evaluating performance were simulation and analytic methods (Dallery and Gershwin 1992) (Table 1 ). Simulation is too time consuming to be completely satisfactory. Analytic methods alone, however, could not be used to model some complex details or observe dynamic effects accurately. Therefore, we opted for an approach encompassing both simulation and analytic methods. We developed an iterative three-step design method that takes advantage of the speed of analytic methods and the accuracy of simulation. To insure some flexibility, we expressly chose not to automate the implementation and the transition between the steps. The design engineers manage those activities.
-In step 1, initialization, we calculate the initial target values for the cycle time and efficiency of all the production lines based on the most recent values for similar existing lines. We use analytic methods for this step.
-In step 2, macrosimulation, using analytic methods or simulation software (for complex lines), we estimate the efficiency of the production lines. We adjust the cycle times and the efficiency of production lines and modify their processes accordingly until we obtain estimates that are as close as possible to targets set in step 1. -In step 3, validation, we estimate production-line performance using simulation software. We plug the result of step 2 into a detailed simulation model for validation. We can make slight modifications, if necessary, to make the shop's estimated production rate meet the objective forecast.
Simulation
At PSA, we perform discrete-flow simulation using offthe-shelf commercial software called Arena. Depending . By doing so, we achieved two key objectives: (1) quick change, because we needed to build only additional specific lines and we were able to do so without disrupting the production, and (2) greater model diversity, because common lines' robots just needed to load the corresponding programs to work on different types of parts. on the complexity of the process, the simulation lasts from 400,000 to 800,000 time units. During the first 50,000 time units, we do not collect statistics. We use this warm-up period to reduce the influence of the initial transient phase on the final results.
To speed up the modeling process, we developed specific modules for modeling the most common elements or sets of elements encountered in our shops.
We constantly enriched this library of most-common elements and keep it up to date. We also developed generic framework models for the most common architectures of assembly lines. Experienced engineers validated the simulation model. They studied the simulation's animations and numerical results in a variety of situations: purely random failures, no failures, failures on specific machines at specific times, and multiple simultaneous failures, and they determined that the simulated system's response was realistic in every case. After this work, people did not have to redevelop the most common components every time they were needed, nor did they have to start from zero when modeling, whatever the assembly line. We thus reduced the time spent in developing models and minimized the risk of error. We calculate that modeling that used to take three weeks now takes a single day, almost a 95 percent reduction in development time.
Uptimes and downtimes of the stations on the line are the random variables of our simulations. We used exponential distributions after conducting research that showed they were very accurate. We found out that adding another moment to the downtime distributions in our plants (as in, for example, the hyperexponential distribution) would bring more complexity without really improving the accuracy of our results.
The results we provide in our simulation report are hourly production, average level of buffers, and shop efficiency. We also provide curves depicting the evolution of the buffer level and production rate versus time.
The Analytic Methods
In developing our general approach, we were guided by the principle that the end product had to be easy for our technicians to learn and use. We took a systems-analysis approach of isolating each problem, finding a solution, and then choosing carefully between developing a separate tool for the problem or integrating the solution into a larger set of tools. Whenever possible, we sought to adapt existing technology to meet our needs.
Because no commercial software was available for analytic methods, we had to develop our own software. To do so, we needed to collect reliability data on the most common machines (or elements), develop an easy-to-use interface, and adapt or develop analytic equations for the body shop.
Series-Parallel Production Lines
Figure 5 depicts a small body shop's production line with three stages. Because this line contains two stations in parallel (stations 21 and 22), we called it a series-parallel flow line. A series-parallel system is similar to a classical flow line, the only difference being that a given stage (the second in our example) may consist of parallel machines. As we did not find a satisfactory solution for a series-parallel line in the literature, we had to develop a new technique (Patchong and Willaeys 2001) .
A line can exhibit the following problematic features that we had to deal with in our project:
-Unlike the classical system generally described in the literature, buffers can fail. We developed a method to handle such failures.
-In PSA's lines, human operators perform such tasks as loading, welding, and drilling. The impact of human operators was not addressed in the literature, so we developed a method to take it into account in our analytic models.
-Functional stops for changing tools require optimal organization and human resources management to reduce their effect on the lines' efficiency. We developed a solution for this issue.
-Various processes have different working times. We used the law of conservation of flow to solve this issue.
Modeling and Analyzing SeriesParallel Production Lines
We developed a method for modeling and analyzing series-parallel flow lines that amounts to replacing each parallel-machine stage by a single equivalent machine to obtain a classically-structured flow line with machines in series. We defined the parameters of the equivalent machine to make its behavior in the line match that of the actual set of parallel machines. We developed our model based on the Markov chain of the states of a machine in a production line (Appendix). After this transformation, we were able to use classical analytic methods for long lines to solve the resulting production line. We used a variant of analytic methods for long lines based on the work of Le Bihan (1998) . Patchong and Willaeys (2001) give the details.
Unreliable Buffers
Stanley Gershwin (1987) developed an analytic method for long production lines. He used a decomposition technique to transform a problem with many machines into a two-machine problem whose exact solution can be used as a close approximation to the original line's solution. In our new technique for accommodating buffer unreliability, we replace the unreliable buffer with a new machine coupled with a reliable buffer. The new machine's reliability matches that of the unreliable buffer it represents. With this structure, we can then combine Gershwin's (1994) twomachine solution method with Buzacott's (1967) zerobuffer model to obtain an analytic solution (Figure 6 ). 
Processes with Different Working Time
If shops, which operate in three shifts, are to produce the maximum number of parts, we must design the production lines of all the shops to work as long as possible in a 24-hour day, while taking into account two major constraints: (1) idle time for preventive maintenance (three hours per day for areas with complex processes and two hours for the rest of the shop), and (2) worker breaks imposed by labor legislation (lines that need human operators to produce cease during breaks, but highly automated lines, because they need very few people to work, operate during breaks). As a consequence, a typical flow shop has three types of flow sectors ( Figure 7 ): (1) The upstream flow includes complex processes (need for three-hour maintenance) and human operators (one-hour break (three 20 minutes breaks) for the three shifts) and produces 20 hours a day. The upstream flow receives preassembled parts only. This sector comprises the lines for the front unit, rear unit, front upper, and body sides (Figure 4) . (2) The main flow includes complex processes (need for three-hour maintenance) and is highly automated (no need for human operators) and produces 21 hours a day. The main flow receives the parts coming from the upstream flow. This sector comprises the platform, modeled platform, understructure, framing, and body lines (Figure 4) . (3) The other flow sector includes simple operations, namely preassembly machines and the final assembly line (need for two-hour maintenance). This sector, which also uses many human operators (one-hour break for the three shifts), produces 21 hours a day and comprises the final assembly lines and off-flow preassembly (Figure 4) .
The following examples illustrate the ideas used in design and analysis when contiguous areas, say A1 and A2, have different working times.
-The cycle times of A1 and A2 and their areas should be roughly proportional to their planned working times.
-If A1 respects worker breaks while A2 observes no breaks, the intermediate buffer should have added to its capacity the amount that would be produced during the break, if the two areas worked synchronously.
Human Factors
Experience has shown that the more complex a machine is, the less reliable it tends to be. It therefore seems preferable to use a human operator instead of an automated and complex machine to perform intricate tasks; hence, PSA uses manufacturing systems comprising both automated and manual stations in its plants. Patchong et al. (1997) proposed a cost-based approach that confirms use of such mixed systems. Although the literature abounds with papers on methods for analyzing manufacturing systems, few concern mixed manufacturing systems. We performed research in this area on site at a manufacturing plant within PSA Peugeot-Citroën. Based on this work, we defined a machinelike reliability (determination of a mean time to repair and a mean time to fail) for a human operator (documented in internal, unpublished reports). Unlike the processing time of an automated station, which varies very slightly from part to part (Figure 8 ), Figure 13 in the appendix, we define for a human operator the same parameters as for machines based on an analogy, which consists of considering overtime as failure and, symmetrically, resumption as repairing. The operational state becomes a macro state made of two states: the overtime state and the normal working state, which corresponds to work without overtime. The probability rates of transition between these two states are d and r.
the processing time of a manual station is highly dispersed ( Figure 9 ). We defined overtime for a manual station as the occurrence during a cycle of processing time greater than the expected processing time (Patchong 1997) . We took overtime into account using a variant of Figure 13 in the Appendix. We tried to define for a human operator the same parameters as for machines so that we could use the human operator as a machine in existing models or in models we were developing. We did this by using an analogy, which consists of considering overtime as failure and, symmetrically, resumption as repairing. The operational state becomes a macro state made of two states: the overtime state and the normal working state, which corresponds to work without overtime (Figure 10 ). The probability rates of transition between these two states are d (average overtime rate) and r (average resumption rate or average rate of return to the normal working state). In the normal working state, machines process without overtime or are idle (waiting for a part to process or evacuating a finished part). Given that we now considered overtimes to be failures, we derived the three main parameters for the "human machine" (average failure rate, average repair rate, and processing rate) and used them in the analytic methods we developed. The curve depicted in Figure 11 proved very valuable.
It predicts an operator's efficiency as a function of the extra time he has to perform a task.
We collected data to verify the model results empirically. It showed that the production rate of the model yielded by our method was very close to the actual production rate (for example, a 0.7 percent error for a manufacturing system with no intermediate buffers). 
Other Issues
We also analyzed the design of kanban buffers and operating policies for the manufacturing systems in the upstream flow sector. Our goal was to guarantee independence between the diversities to reduce the disorder in the production schedule. We took functional stops (for example, stops for grinding welding-gun tips, changing welding-gun tips or welding guns, and cleaning tools) into account. (We discuss the work on kanban and functional stops in internal, unpublished documents.)
After developing the design method, we had to collect reliability data. We developed a unified process for collecting accurate reliability data and conducted a campaign in the plants to explain why it was so important to maintain the process. Before collecting data, we first determined the most common elements (machines) in the manufacturing process. We decided to focus on the 20 percent of elements that constituted 80 percent of the manufacturing systems in the body shop. This approach helped us save money while guaranteeing a good level of accuracy for our results. Then, we collected data within PSA's major factories to find the MTTR (mean time to repair) and the MTTF (mean time to failure) of these most common elements.
After implementing the new method, we conducted training sessions in PSA's plants and research and development divisions on use of the method and software and new shop standards. During these sessions, we taught employees how to design manufacturing systems.
Training
We believe that the best operations research projects go beyond tool building and analysis. They should have lasting value beyond the solution of the current problem. To educate and help R and D staff members design better lines, we created new teaching materials. Armed with lessons learned from this project, they are creating efficient lines and responding quickly to carmodel changes.
An Example of Lesson
In The Goal, Eli Goldratt and Jeff Cox (1986) stressed that eliminating (or protecting, if not) bottlenecks is the key to improving manufacturing systems. PSA did a great job over the years of eliminating bottlenecks, so we often faced the question, "How do we improve a line that has no bottlenecks?" The answer is to work next on improving the performance in the neighborhood of the buffer closest to half full. For example, to determine which machine to improve first in a line with 11 identical machines in series and no bottleneck, we consider improving each of the 11 machines one at a time. We have three ways to improve a machine's performance (Figure 12 ): (1) by reducing the mean time to repair (MTTR), (2) by increasing the mean time to failure (MTTF), or (3) by reducing the cycle time. Regardless of which type of improvement we made, our model showed that the line's productivity would be greatest when the improved machine was at the middle of the line where the buffers are half full. So the answer to our question appeared to be, in practice, the application of a rule we set, which improved first the performance of the station whose buffer is closest to half full.
Impact
Using OR methods we created -User-friendly software called DispO, -Methods people could use to deal with specific issues, and -Training documents to help staff members design production lines quickly.
Our work has helped PSA and its suppliers, and other companies using the new tools. The methods we developed have gained the attention of some academics.
Impact on PSA
We wanted to create software that production-line designers could use on their own without supervision. Those people, who are at the lowest level on a project team, perform many tasks. We spent a lot of time on the human-machine interface to make the software user-friendly and easy to learn, a necessity to insure its viability. In addition, we assert that our software tool consistently enables users to produce fundamentally better results that they would have otherwise. They gain greater mastery of their assembly line and therefore develop better designs quickly while drawing on fewer human resources.
The new methods and software put to rest some incorrect but deeply ingrained beliefs and practices. For instance, manufacturing engineers used to ask us to build shops in which each machine had a lower cycle time than that of the downstream machine(s). They called this philosophy pushed flow. We proved that, in a balanced shop, the machines to improve first are those in the middle of the shop (Figure 12 ). So there was no reason to add potential to upstream machines.
The following are some lessons people learned from the tools we developed:
-People used to think that the capacity of buffers that are always full must be increased so that there would be enough place to store more material for the good of the production. We proved that one must focus on half-full buffers and then, whenever possible, reduce the capacity of buffers that are full all of the time to increase the capacity of half-full buffers.
-People used to believe that buffer allocation did not really matter. We showed that given equal total buffer space, several smaller buffers are better than a few bigger buffers.
-People used to think that the action that paid back the most was decreasing cycle time. We demonstrated that for equivalent impact, the most profitable actions were, in order: (1) decreasing MTTR, (2) increasing MTTF, and (3) decreasing cycle time (Figure 12 ).
-Some manufacturing people used to calculate the equivalent cycle time of a set of parallel machines as equal to the mean of their cycle times. We showed that the inverse of the equivalent cycle time of a set of parallel machines is the mean of the inverse of their cycle time.
-It was commonly believed that the resulting efficiency of a set of machines in a series without an intermediate buffer is the product of their efficiency. This is inaccurate, and for the kinds of systems we dealt with, the difference with the accurate formula is over four percent. Buzacott (1967) gives the accurate formula.
The new methods and software demonstrated that sustained improvement was possible for all the manufacturing systems in PSA's body shops. PSA raised its standards accordingly.
Credibility for Operations Research
PSA personnel, initially skeptical about operations research (OR), had the opportunity to compare the results the analytical methods predicted with the actual Modeling that used to take three weeks now takes a single day.
outcomes. Persuaded by the accuracy of the forecasts, they have come to respect OR. Consequently, other PSA divisions have adopted the tools we developed and have initiated further OR projects. The success of the project helped management to understand the value of OR in our daily mission. PSA management decided to create a new section dedicated to shop design and performance improvement.
Profit Increase
Because we could improve production-line designs rapidly, the plants could ramp up quickly and satisfy strong demand in the market without pressuring the workforce to work overtime. These improvements led to a better social climate and fewer human errors, which implied better-quality products. We took careful measurements of productivity before and after the changes. In 2001, the average increase in productivity was four percent and 75 percent of the cars PSA manufactured worldwide were directly affected by this OR work. This percentage will be over 90 percent before long.
Knowing that the car shop is the bottleneck of PSA's plants, we based our calculation of the benefit on the belief that improving the plants' efficiency implies increased volume which implies additional profit. We assume that PSA sells all the cars produced, and that is precisely the case. PSA's lines are running at their full capacity, and its waiting list does not decrease. We conservatively estimate that, in 2001, our work brought PSA US $130 million of additional profit! US $130 million dollars is about 6.5 percent of PSA's total profit from selling cars in 2001. This is money that the company would not have made without OR.
Impact on Other Companies
By using the new tools and the accompanying training documents, PSA's suppliers gained knowledge about manufacturing system engineering. As a result, they designed accurate systems quickly. Furthermore, using the same tools led PSA and its suppliers to use the same standards, reducing the time they spent negotiating production schedules. Almost all of PSA's suppliers now use the new tools, even though PSA does
In 2001, our work brought PSA US $130 million of additional profit.
not require them to do so. We expect the impact of our work to go beyond PSA and its suppliers as other companies acquire the software. PSA management is evaluating an outside company's proposal to market the software.
Impact on Academia
As the lead analyst on this project, Alain Patchong was invited to present this work at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and at some top grandes écoles (French engineering schools) before audiences consisting mainly of tomorrow's decision makers. His presentations, which have become annual events at some schools, illustrate how applied OR can bring great benefits to organizations. the probability rate l (average repair rate of the machine).
A manufacturing-flow line (or a production line) is made up of material, work areas, and finite storage areas. The material flows from a work area to the following storage area. Work areas may consist of machines or of operators who perform a value-adding operation on the material. The time the material spends in a work area should generally be considered stochastic. The variability from part to part arises from random processing times, random failures, and uncertain repair events. In such an environment, if we assume operation-dependent failures (that is, that failures occur only while the machine is processing parts), machine behavior can be characterized as a three-state Markov chain (Figure 14) made up of up and down states, and an idle state. In fact, we consider a machine operational if it is not down; it can then either be working if it is processing a part or idle otherwise. An idle machine is starved or blocked. A machine is said to be blocked if, after it finishes a part, the downstream buffer becomes full and the machine has no place to put additional parts until room becomes available in the downstream buffer. A machine is starved if, after finishing a part, the upstream buffer is empty. The starved machine is prevented from processing additional parts until some arrive in the upstream buffer.
the work submitted has dramatically improved our recently designed shops efficiency. We expect $130 M revenue gain just from this improvement. Other benefits due to this work include aid in decision making and forecasting, more accurate and faster shops' design, and better knowledge of manufacturing systems in our staff and our suppliers. In summary, I consider the work performed to be definitely a successful case of research work vulgarization in industry, and I strongly give my endorsement to the authors."
